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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a Spatio-Temporal Matching
network (STM) for Noetic End-to-End Response Selection Challenge. Based on dialogue context, the goal
of this challenge is to identify the best matched nextutterance (response) from multiple candidates. Different from existing datasets, such as the Ubuntu Corpus and the Douban Conversation Corpus, the datasets
released by NOESIS contain a large number of candidates. Our model is inspired by the recently proposed Deep Attention Matching network (DAM) and
Sequential Matching Network (SMN). We formalize
this task as a multi-class classification problem and extend dual-encoder structure with attention mechanism
and a deep 3-dimension convolution network, namely
spatio-temporal matching block. By making use of 3dimensional convolution and pooling operations, our
model enables matching information in segment pairs
and time sequence. We evaluate our model on subtask1, subtask3 and subtask4. Empirical results show
that our proposed model significantly outperforms the
Dual-LSTM-Encoder baseline, and achieves the third
place on Ubuntu Corpus and the fifth place on Advising Data.

fact, the next sentence is always based on what was said
before and the topics change over time. So it is reasonable to take into account the ordinal relation of previous
turns in multi-turn conversation systems (Zhou et al. 2018;
Wu et al. 2017).

Figure 1: Examples of the Ubuntu dataset provided by NOESIS. Text segments with the same color symbols across context and response can be seen as matched pairs.

Introduction
In the last decade, natural language processing and machine learning, in particular deep learning (LeCun, Bengio,
and Hinton 2015), have come a long way toward building an automated dialogue system. The goal of a fully
automated dialogue system (Litman and Silliman 2004;
Banchs and Li 2012; Lowe et al. 2017) is to predict an appropriate response given the dialogue history. Current trials in solving this problem can be divided into two separated paths. One is generation-based methods, where the
task is to generate a text response, i.e., generating a sentence
or an utterance from scratch. The other is retrieval-based
methods which retrieve the most possible response from a
given set of candidates based on semantic matching model.
However, most practical retrieval-based dialogue systems
focus on single-turn response retrieving, which matches the
semantic similarity between the response and the last utterance in dialogue history (Shang, Lu, and Li 2015). In
∗
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To push the development of multi-turn response selection,
Noetic End-to-End Response Selection Challenge1 (NOESIS) provides two multi-turn conversation datasets (Kummerfeld et al. 2018), and requires participants to select the
best-matched response from a set of candidates. This task
is entirely new in the sense that it introduces a case where
there are a large number of candidates and a case where there
are no correct candidate. The example in Fig. 1 shows that
alignments of word and sentence in the chronological order are useful for matching response: (1) segment matching
uses attention mechanism to locate semantically similar segments scattered in utterances, which is highlighted in a box,
like “ipv6”, “ipv4”, “DNS servers do not support ipv6” and
“your server is only listening on ipv4, not ipv6 addresses”.
(2) temporal matching models the relationships and dependencies among the utterances, which is underlined in Fig. 1.
For example, “your analogy” indicates “the DNS I’m tring
1
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Figure 2: The proposed spatio-temporal maching framework for NOESIS
to query doesn’t support the protocol and that’s why it times
out?” in previous turns.
Thus, the key to NOESIS lies in measuring the matching
degree between context and response, which includes: (1)
capturing important matching information of different granularity (words, phrases, and sentences); and (2) modeling
relationships among the utterances in the conversation; (3)
making full use of negative candidates from a large pool.
However, most recent works formalize response selection
task as a binary classification problem, which measures the
matching degree of a pair of context and response. These
works construct a training set by undersampling (Chawla
2009) which select negative samples randomly. Since random negative samples are usually semantically unrelated
to the context, classification task became rather easy and
lost information for training. Furthermore, for example,
DAM (Zhou et al. 2018) employs cross-attention to produce representation. When the candidate is different, the
context representation is also different. So cross-attention
is extremely time-consuming to identify a large amount of
candidates.
To address these issues, we introduce the Spatio-Temporal
Matching network (STM) for NOESIS. Based on the dual
encoder architecture (Lowe et al. 2015), our model consists
of two parts: representation module and spatio-temporal
matching block. In this way, our model produces utterances
and candidates embedding by Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)
encoder first, and then accumulates segment alignment information in chronological order. In the end, the spatiotemporal block can be used to measure the matching degree.
Our contributions in this paper are threefold:

• we observe that formalizing response selection as multiclass problem is necessary for maintaining data information in this task, and we extend the model with multiple
candidate inputs;

• we propose a new matching model which uses deep 3D
ConvNets to match attentions using representations of
Dual-GRU-Encoder, and also measures the relationship
of attention images in chronological order;

Evaluation Metric

• we evaluate our model on the DSTC7 Track1 datasets
against other well-known models and conduct empirical
analysis of the experiment results.
Experimental results demonstrate that our model significantly outperforms the baseline and achieve 3rd place in
Ubuntu task and 5th place in Advising task.

Task Description
The NOESIS (DSTC7 Track1) challenge requires solving
five subtasks on two new datasets: the Ubuntu Corpus and
the Advising data. These five subtasks focus on selecting the
correct response for a given dialogue context.

Dataset
The organizers release a new dataset of Ubuntu IRC manually annotated with graphs of reply structure between messages (Kummerfeld et al. 2018). In the Ubuntu Corpus, the
training data includes over 100,000 complete conversations,
and the test data contains 1,000 partial conversations. Each
dialog has a minimum of 3 turns. Meanwhile, the Advising
data provides 100,000 partial conversations for training, obtained by cutting 500 conversations off randomly at different
time points. The statistics of provided datasets in each subtask are described in Table 1.

NOESIS uses three types of evaluation metrics: Recalln @k,
MRR, MAP .

subtask1
subtask2
subtask3
subtask4
subtask5

the number of
correct response
1
1
1-5
0-1
1

the size of
candidate set
100
120,000
100
100
100

external
knowledge
×
×
×
×
√

Table 1: The statistics of provided datasets

layer using scale-attention (Vaswani et al. 2017), which is
defined as:
T
(µl ) γnl
√
Mlµm ,γn = m
(4)
d
where l ∈ [1, L], µlm ∈ Rd×nµ denotes mth turn of dialog representation at lth GRU layer, γnl ∈ Rd×nγ denotes
nth candidate representation at lth GRU layer, Mµl m ,γn ∈
Rnµ ×nγ is constructed as attention images, d is the dimension of word embedding, nµ and nγ denotes the number of
words in dialog utterances and candidates respectively.

The details and scripts of officially released evaluation
metrics can be found at the website2 . And the winners are
decided by a score which considers the average of MRR and
Recall100 @10 in all the subtasks.

Our model
In this section, we formulate the problem and describe the
components of our model in detail. The proposed model
mainly includes two parts: (i) representation module and
(ii) matching block. The overall architecture is shown in
Fig. 2.

Problem Formalization
Suppose that we have a dialogue dataset {(D, C, R)i }N
i=1 ,
we denotes D = {d0 , d1 , ...dm } as a conversation context
with utterances {di }m
i=0 and C = {c0 , c1 , ..., cn } as the next
utterance candidate set. R represents the correct response
ID in the corresponding candidate set. Our goal is to learn a
model which can measure the matching degree between the
dialog context D and the candidates ci and predict the best
matched response.

Representation Module
Given a dialog context D = {d0 , d1 , ...dm } and candidates
C = {c0 , c1 , ..., cn }, we employ L layers of bidirectional
GRUs (Bi-GRU) to extract sequential information in a sentence. Each GRU calculates hidden states and concatenates
them at each time step t as follows:
→
− l+1 −−→(l) l
h t = GRU (ht ), l ∈ [0, L]
(1)
←
−l+1 ←−−(l) l
h t = GRU (ht ), l ∈ [0, L]
(2)
→
−
←
−
hl+1
= h l+1
⊕ h l+1
(3)
t
t
t , l ∈ [0, L]
where ⊕ is concatenation operation, h0t is the word embedding of tth word in a sentence and hlt is the concatenated
hidden states of Bi-GRU at lth layer.
We produce lth GRU layer dialog representation {µl0 , µl1 , ..., µlm } and candidate representation
{γ0l , γ1l , ..., γnl } according to equation (1) to (3).

Spatio-Temporal Matching block
An illustration of the matching block is shown in Fig. 3. We
use attention mechanism to construct a spatial feature for
every candidate. Matching matrices are constructed at each
2
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Figure 3: A close-up of the Matching block
Moreover, in order to retain natural temporal relationship
of the matching matrices, we aggregate them all into a 4Dcube by expanding a new dimension for time. We define this
4D-matching image of nth candidate as Q(n) :
(n)

Q(n) = {Qi,j,k }m×nµ ×nγ
(n)

Qi,j,k = {Mµl i ,γn [j, k]}L
l=0
(n)

where Q
(n)
Qi,j,k

L

∈ R

m×nµ ×nγ ×L
(n)

,

Mµl i ,γn [j, k]

(5)
(6)
∈ R and

∈ R is a pixel in Q .
We apply 3D ConvNet, which is similar to C3D network (Tran et al. 2014), to extract important matching information from Q(n) . We believe that 3D ConvNet is wellsuited for spatio-temporal feature learning owing to 3D convolution and 3D pooling operations (Ji et al. 2010). The operation of 3D convolution with max-pooling is the extension
of typical 2D convolution, whose filters and strides are 3D
cubes. Our matching block has four convolution layers and
three pooling layers (First two convolution layers are both
immediately followed by pooling layer, yet the last pooling
layer follows two continuous convolution layers). All of 3D
convolution filters are 3×3×3 with stride 1×1×1. With the
intention of preserving the temporal information in the early
phase, 3D pooling layers are set as 3 × 3 × 3 with stride
3 × 3 × 3 except for pool1 which has kernel size of 1 × 3 × 3
and stride 1 × 3 × 3.
Finally, one fully-connected layer is used to predict
matching score between dialog context and potential re-

Subtask1

Subtask3
Subtask4

Baseline
DAM
DAM+fine-tune
DME (LSTM)
DME (GRU)
DME-SMN
STM
(Transformer)
STM
(GRU)
STM
(GRU)
STM
(GRU)

R@1
0.083
0.347
0.364
0.383
0.402
0.455

Ubuntu
R@10
0.359
0.663
0.678
0.725
0.733
0.761

MRR
0.498
0.513
0.558

Advising case1
R@10 MRR MAP
0.296
0.603 0.312
0.622 0.333
0.420 0.215
0.500 0.254
0.570 0.335
-

Advising case2
R@10 MRR MAP
0.374 0.171
0.416 0.192
0.304 0.142
0.320 0.168
0.388 0.183
-

0.490

0.764

0.588

0.590

0.320

-

0.404

0.182

-

0.503

0.783

0.597

0.630

0.365

-

0.390

0.184

-

-

-

-

0.740

0.404

0.486

0.512

0.248

0.303

0.493

0.825

0.616

0.716

0.426

-

0.510

0.286

-

Table 2: Experiment Result. Note that STM (GRU) is our submitted models for DSTC7 challenge and achieves the third place
on Ubuntu Corpus and the fifth place on Advising Data.

Comparison Methods

sponses, which is formulated as:
(n)

sn = W fmatch (Q

)+b

(7)

where fmatch is the 3D ConvNet we used, W and b are parameters.

Loss Function
Subtask1 Softmax function is applied to calculate confidence:
esj
gj = Pn
, j = 0, 1, ..., n
(8)
sk
k=0 e
Subtask3,4 Since candidate set might not include the correct
next utterance for some instances, we formulate it as a multilabel problem and employ sigmoid function in subtask3 and
subtask4.
gj = σ(sj ), j = 0, 1, ..., n
(9)
Let Θ denote the parameters of our model, then the loss
function L(Θ) can be formulated as:

In this paper, we investigate the current state-of-the-art
model in response selection task. In order to make it compatible to the task of NOESIS, we have made some changes
as following:
• Baseline The benchmark released by DSTC7 organizer
is an extension of the Dual LSTM Encoder model (Lowe
et al. 2015). It concatenates all the utterances in context
by adding differentiation between the end of an utterance
( eou ) and end of turn ( eot ) 3 .
• Dual Multi-turn LSTM(GRU) Encoder Different from
Baseline, we use a context encoder to encode each
utterance respectively and calculate utterance-candidate
matching scores using dot product at last hidden states of
RNNs. Then, we sum all the scores of previous turns as
following:
X
s(D, ci ) =
s(dj , ci )
(11)
j
th

L(Θ) = −

n
X

yj log(gj )

(10)

j=0

Experiments
Data Preparation
Several pre-processing operations were performed on input
before training:
• Each dialogue utterance is tokenized into words using
Stanfords CoreNLP toolkit (Manning et al. 2014) and
words are lowercased. Out-of-vocabulary words are replaced with a special token <UNK>. Utterances with
more than 50 words are truncated.
• The emotional punctuations(e.g. ”:)”, ”;P”, etc.) are preserved for the Ubuntu Corpus because we find that such
combinations of puntuations are used as emoji.

where dj indicates j utterance in dialog D and ci indicates ith candidate. Experiment results on models with
different encoder are reported in Table 2, those using
LSTM encoder denoted as DME(LSTM) and others using GRU denoted as DME(GRU).
• Sequential Matching Network We employ Sequential
Matching Network (Wu et al. 2017) to measure the matching score of each candidate, and then calculate categorical cross entropy loss across all of them. The dialogue
candidate matching scores are computed follow (Wu et
al. 2017). But the difference in our SMN is that we employ two encoders, dialog encoder and candidate encoder,
to produce dialog and candidate representations respectively. We name it as DME-SMN in Table 2.
• Deep Attention Matching Network DAM (Zhou et al.
2018) is the previous state-of-the-art model which is
3
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Figure 4: Attention feature across positive and negative matching
based on Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017). In subtask1,
training set is constructed by undersamping (Chawla
2009), which use a 1:1 ratio between true responses and
negative responses for training. The DAM model trained
on this undersampling data is represented as DAM in Table 2. Furthermore, we also construct a more challenging
data, namely context-related-data by employing a simple Dual Encoder to select a challenging context-related
negative sample. We observe that using only this contextrelated-data to train the model will result in divergence.
So this data is only used for fine-tuning. In this way,
DAM is firstly trained on undersampling data then get
fine-tuned with context-related-data. We name this model
as DAM+fine-tune in Table 2.

Analysis
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of spatio-temporal
information matching mechanism, we visualize attention
feature across positive and negative example and conduct an
ablation study on the Ubuntu dataset of subtask1.

Visualization
To clarify how our model identifies important matching information between context and candidates, we visualize the
attention matching matrices in Fig. 4. The example is as follows:

Experiment Setting
We consider at most 9 turns and 50 words for each utterance
and responses in our experiments. Zero padding is applied
when the amount of utterances in a context is less than 9,
otherwise we kept the last 9 utterances. Word embeddings
are initialized by GloVe4 (Pennington, Socher, and Manning
2014) and updated during training. In addition, we set the dimensionality of the hidden states in forward/backward GRU
half of Glove for to keep dimension the same at different
GRU layer output. The initial learning rate is 0.001, and we
employ early-stopping as a regularization strategy.
Our work focuses on the subtask of the Ubuntu dataset.
And we apply the same model in the Advising dataset with
the same hyperparameters. We employ the loss functions defined in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) for Subtask1 and Subtask3,4.
4
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context

correct
response
incorrect
response

Is there a win32codec file for amd64?
You can use VLC.
VLC will play wma?
Hmmm, not unless you compile in the
WMA patch.
Where do i get vlc and how do i compile
in the patch?
You can get it off the home page ;). DRM
is a nasty nasty standard. DRM is cutailing
orrights, that’s what
You can also use the -v switch to see what
takes ssh so long.

Due to space limitation, only a pair of positive and negative matching matrices were shown in Fig. 4. We denote x
axis of Fig. 4 as response sentence and y axis as utterances

Figure 5: Ablation study results on the Ubuntu test sets
in context. Each colored grid represents the matching degree
or attention score between two words. Deeper color represents better matching. Attention images in the first row are
related to positive matching while those of the second row
are related to negative matching. We can see that important
words such as “vlc”, “wma” are recognized and carried to
match “drm” in correct response. In contrast, the incorrect
response has no correlation and thus little matching spaces
are shown in Fig. 4.

Ablation Study
We conduct an ablation study on the Ubuntu test set as
shown in Fig. 5, where we aim to examine the effect of each
part in our proposed model.
Firstly, we verify the effectiveness of multi-turn context
encoder by comparing Baseline and DME(LSTM) in Table 2. Thanks to multi-turn context encoder, DME(LSTM)
achieves 0.723 at R100 @10 which is 0.3632 better than the
Baseline (Lowe et al. 2015).
Secondly, we study the ability of representation part of
our model by testing LSTM, GRU and Transformer with the
default hyperparameter in Tensorflow. We note that GRU is
better for this task. After removing spatio-temporal matching block, the performance degrades significantly.
In order to verify the effectiveness of STM block further,
we design a DME-SMN which uses 2D convolution for extracting spatial attention information and employ GRU for
modeling temporal information. The STM block makes a
10.54% improvement at R100 @1.
Next, we replace GRU with Transformer in STM. We remove cross-attention operations in DAM and extend it with
Dual-Encoder architecture. The time complexity of crossattention, O(mn), is much higher than that of the DualEncoder based model, O(m + n). Thus, cross-attention is an
impractical operation when the candidate set is large. The result shows that using self-attention only may not be enough
for representation.
Additionally, the performances of models having different
number of recurrent layers are also reported in Fig. 6. We
note that three stacked GRU layers performs best for this

Figure 6: Comparison of models on every layer
task.

Model Limitation
In the Ubuntu dataset, we conclude that the bad cases where
response candidates are wrong due to logical mismatch, for
example, given a conversation context A: “I just want to stay
at home tomorrow.”, B: “Why not go hiking? I can go with
you.”, response candidate like “Sure, I was planning to go
out tomorrow.” are logically wrong because it is contradictory to the first utterance of speaker A.
We also observe that our model capacity is too large for
the Advising data. The dataset is easily over-fitted. Since the
Advising data samples from a small number of conversations by cutting conversations at different time points, a lot
of dialog context are similar, causing our model to memorize
yet not understand the data. So DAM with undersampling
may have better generalization, as shown in Table 2. What’s
more, we did not utilize the structural information and the
model were not tuned very carefully. This may also cause
degraded performance on Advising data.

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed an End-to-End spatio-temporal
matching model for DSTC7 Track1 challenge. The model
uses a dual stacked GRU to embed utterances and candidates respectively and apply spatio-temporal matching
block to measure the matching degree of a pair of context
and candidate . Submitted results on Ubuntu and Advising test datasets demonstrated the superior performance of
our model. Notably, it significantly outperforms the DualLSTM-Encoder baselines in all evaluation metrics. Visualization of attention layers illustrates that our model have the
ability to pick out important words and sentences. In the
future, we would like to explore the effectiveness of other
representation methods such as ELMo(Peters et al. 2018) or
BERT(Devlin et al. 2018) and try the alternative method of
adding a None label instead of using the sigmoid function in
subtasks 3 and 4.
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